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Blush/ A little paper piecing is always fun to try and 
this paper really lends itself to a flower design. Try cre-
ating your petals from two different patterned papers 
as we did here.

Fusion/ Adding a B&W photo increases the drama of 
this collection even more. Incredible dimension was 
given to the fun flowers by cutting them out, bending 
up the petals and mounting on dimensional foam.

Oh Baby! Boy/ Journaling infused with stars cut from 
some Oh Baby Boy paper really made it pop. An exag-
gerated rounded corner serves as a lauch pad for the 
rocket ship.

Color Me Silly/ By cutting out the frogs and mounting 
them on pop dots (dimensional foam), they came alive 
hopping all around this page and really created some 
fun, dynamic movement.

Hang 10/ With such beautifully detailed papers to 
work with, sometimes simple is best. Try keeping it 
simple on your page with a linear design highlighed by 
a grid to really set off your photo.

Oh Baby! Girl/ Circles are really a hot trend in scrap-
booking right now so why not go BIG! Turn your entire 
page into a circle and add some fun strips and faux 
stitching to give the warm feel of a baby blanket.

Dasher/ Draw attention to your photos using this 
adorable diagonal striped patterned paper. Even more 
emphasis can be placed by cutting a ring and encom-
passing it as well.

LilyKate/ Why not try this to create some excitement 
on your page—paper weaving! The fun technique we 
learned as a child can add alot of visual interest to 
your page and create an amazing background.

Perhaps/ Try cutting your paper in waves and layering 
them for a soft, feminine look without being overly 
fussy. Layered tags make a great foundation for a title, 
too.



Phoebe/ The bold patterns of Phoebe are very 
dramatic and combined in layers, worked together 
wonderfully here to create a dynamite frame for that 
sweet photo!

Stella Ruby/ By placing your journaling on tags, you 
will be able to fit in a larger amount of journaling 
without taking up a lot of space.

Romani/ The floral prints in Romani are wonderful!  
Try cutting them from the main sheet of paper and 
sprinkle them around your page for added depth and 
interest.

Urban Couture/ Want to keep the focus on your photo? 
Why not try cutting your patterned paper into a large, 
decorative tag and placing your journaling behind it?  
That way, you can show off the lovely patterns, but still 
get your story down and recorded.

Scarlet’s Letter/ Stack a series of photos in a column 
for a fun layout design. Adding a few rubons with this 
paper gives it a dramatic flair!

Vagabond/ Vagabond paper is perfect for your fall, boy 
or outdoor photos. Try encompassing your photos in 
a journaling block and placing your patterned papers 
around it.


